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Abstract In a simulation experiment, building on the abductive simulation approach of
Brenner and Werker (2007), we test historical explanations for why German firms came
to surpass British and France firms and to dominate the global synthetic dye industry
for three decades before World War 1 while the U.S. never achieved large market share
despite large home demand. Murmann and Homburg (J Evol Econ 11(2):177–205,
2001) and Murmann (2003) argued that German firms came to dominate the global
industry because of (1) the high initial number of chemists in Germany at the start of
the industry in 1857, (2) the high responsiveness of the German university system and
(3) the late (1877) introduction of a patent regime in Germany as well as the more
narrow construction of this regime compared to Britain, France and the U.S. We test the
validity of these three potential explanations with the help of simulation experiments.
The experiments show that the 2nd explanation—the high responsiveness of the
German university system— is the most compelling one because unlike the other
two it is true for virtually all plausible historical settings.
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1 Introduction
The question of where and how new industries originate and develop is of great interest
to policy makers. If one examines the industrial strength of countries and regions today,
one usually finds that these strengths can be traced back to a dominating or, at least,
strong role in the emergence or early developments of the industry. One example is the
chemical industry in Germany. It is strongly connected to the BASF and Hoechst
companies, which were founded to sell synthetic dyes and related chemicals, and the
firm Bayer, which, after being a trader of natural dyes, ventured into the early synthetic
dye industry. There is wide agreement that the synthetic dye industry has been crucial
for the development of the German chemical industry (Teltschik 1992). All three firms
started not too far from each other along the Rhine river.
Understanding this spatial dimension of the development of industries — why firms
producing similar products often cluster in particular regions — has become a very
important area of research precisely because it is so important for economic policy
making. Two strands can be observed. Some researchers study specific industries and
their development in great detail, sometimes including spatial aspects (Klepper 2007;
Buenstorf and Klepper 2009; Wenting and Frenken 2011; De Vaan et al. 2013). For
other researchers the path-dependence of technology and industry development has
become an important research topic in past three decades (David 1985; Arthur 1994;
Krugman 1995; Sydow et al. 2009; Heimeriks and Boschma 2014).
While the development of the German chemical industry on the basis of the German
synthetic dye industry can be explained on the basis of inter-technological pathdependence, these arguments do not apply to the exceptional developments of the
German synthetic dye industry. When the first synthetic dyes were discovered (in
France and UK), German firms were imitators and only much later became product
innovators in their own right. Furthermore, the important raw materials and by far the
largest market for synthetic dyes was in Great Britain, making it somewhat of a puzzle
why Germany and not Britain dominated this industry in the period before World War
1. Hence, understanding why Germany came to dominate this industry 15 years after
the start of the industry requires a historical perspective (as done in Murmann 2003).
However, historical events are typically caused by a variety of factors. Because
events do not recur in the exact same fashion multiple times, there are considerable
challenges in developing causal accounts from the one run of history that we can
observe. As a consequence, historical examinations are able to propose potential
causes, but are not able to test the underlying mechanisms. In this sense, Murmann
and Homburg (2001) and Murmann (2003) propose three potentially key explanations
for the development of the German dye industry: (1) the high initial number of chemists
in Germany at the start of the industry in 1857, (2) the high responsiveness of the
German university system and (3) the late (1877) introduction of a patent regime in
Germany as well as the more narrow construction of this regime compared to Britain,
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France, and the U.S. However, they are not able to make specific conclusions about the
relative importance of these potential causes. Are all causal factors equally important?
Could the dominating German market share in 1914 have been caused by a subset of
these causal factors? Would the presence of these causal factors under all historically
plausible conditions always have produced a dominance of German firms?
The present paper provides much more specific and robust answers to these
questions on the basis of a simulation experiment. This is possible because in a
simulation approach we are able to utilize at the same time general and case-specific
knowledge and analyze counter-factual situations. Although the evolution of the dye
industry shows many specific characteristics – some of which we will study in detail
here –, it is based on the development of firms, which follows some basic rules that
hold for all industries. Firm characteristics and developments have been studied
intensively in recent years and many facts that hold for all kinds of industries have
been established (an overview is given in Brenner and Duschl 2014). We utilize this
information and combine it with the specific knowledge about the development of the
synthetic dye industry (provided in Murmann and Homburg 2001; Murmann 2003).
This allows us to build realistic simulation models and to test the proposed set of causal
reasons for the development with the help of counter-factual simulation experiments.
This is of interest for two reasons. First, we provide much more specific and robust
conclusions about the relevance of the different factors for the unusual development of
the German dye industry. Although, this development is quite specific (see Section 2),
understanding the underlying causes provides information that is also relevant for other
industry studies. Second, the combination of general and case-specific information for
constructing an adequate simulation model goes beyond the existing approaches. Based
on the abductive approach by Brenner and Werker (2007), we are able to produce
validated and, hence, reliable results.
The remainder of the paper will proceed as follows. In Section 2 we will provide an
overview of the historical development of the synthetic dye industry between 1857 and
1913. Based on the writings of Murmann and Homburg (2001) and Murmann (2003),
we highlight three central historical explanations that they offered for why Germany
came to dominate the dye industry in the period before 1913. We treat them as the three
hypotheses that we test in this paper. Section 3 describes our simulation approach and
how the simulation experiments carried out. Section 4 will present the results of the
simulation experiments and provide conclusions on the causes of the developments in
the German dye industry that are more robust than what a pure historical methodology
can offer. Section 5 discusses the contributions of our paper.

2 The synthetic Dye industry, 1857–1913
2.1 A brief history of the industry
Human societies have dyed textiles for thousands of years, extracting coloring particles
from plants and small animals. The first synthetic dye was produced in 1857 by Perkins
& Sons. Wilhelm Henry Perkin — one of the two sons in Perkins’s & Sons — was a
student at the Royal College in 1856 when he made a serendipitous discovery. His
professor had set the goal for him to synthesize quinine, a drug against malaria. He did
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not succeed with this task but one day he saw a purple coloring substance in his test
tube. When textile dyers confirmed that the purple dye was able to dye silk in an
appealing purple color, Perkins formed a company with his father and brother and
pioneered the synthetic dye industry. The industry received substantial historical
attention already in the late 19th century and early 20th century (Caro 1892; Redlich
1914; Thissen 1922). For one, the industry was seen as the first example of a sciencebased industry where a university based research discovery led to the development of a
new technology and its commercialization within a very short period of time. Second,
contemporaries found it surprising that Germany overtook the early leaders in Great
Britain, which was endowed by a much larger home market and the source for raw
materials in the first few decades of the industry. By 1913 natural dyes had been almost
entirely replaced by synthetic dyes and synthetic dyes had become the largest export
item of Germany (Murmann 2003). Furthermore, Germany had dominated the industry
for three decades, making British, French, American firms into small players who could
not compete effectively with the most successful German and Swiss firms. Thousands
of dyes were synthesized in the period until 1914, rendering natural dyes uncompetitive
in price and/or quality. After the initial development of aniline dyes in the wake of
Perkins invention, the most important natural dyes were replaced by synthetic alizarine
in the early 1870s and synthetic indigo in 1897.
Among scholars of science and technology, the striking case of the German dominance in one of the industries of the 2nd industrial revolution had been widely known
even in the English literature (see for example, Beer 1959; Landes 1969; Freeman
1982). What Homburg and Murmann (2001) added to this literature was that they
created a demographic history of the entire global industry — all firms that left any
historical trace, even if they were very short-lived, not just focusing on the most
successful firms that previous historical writings had focused on. Adapted from
Murmann (2013), we summarize some key demographic data on firm entries and
exists, demand in individual countries, and country market shares in Table 8 (in the
appendix). What the data of Homburg and Murmann showed for the first time is that
Germany before 1914 not only produced the largest number of firm start-ups (118) but
also the largest number of firm failures (84). Great Britain, by contrast, had only 53 firm
entries and only 43 firm failures (for other countries see Table 8). The failure rates in
most of the countries were above 80 %. The German global market share only
amounted to 3 % on 1862, but by 1873 the German global share had climbed to
50 %, by 1893 Germany had 70 % and by 1913 74 %. This is not counting the German
owned plants in foreign markets.
2.2 Central explanations
Building on the existing historiography and the new data collected on the industry
demography with Homburg (Homburg and Murmann 2001), Murmann (2003) offered
coevolutionary explanations for how and why German firms came to dominate the
industry by 1873 and then cemented their dominance until World War I. In terms of
explaining the higher numbers of start-ups compared to Great Britain, Murmann cited
two key factors. Dye start-ups required some chemical knowledge and hence the larger
number of chemists that existed in Germany before the start of the industry facilitated
entry because start-ups could more readily find chemical knowledge. Second, Great
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Britain, France and U.S. issued product patents for synthetic dyes, providing a monopoly to a particular firm for the particular dye. So while patents in the UK inhibited firms
from entering industry with the same dye, the absence of an effective patent regime
before 1877 allowed German entrepreneurs to enter the industry imitating French and
British innovations. The larger number of start-ups in Germany led to fiercer competition in Germany, only allowing the most efficient firms to survive. When British and
French firms had their patent expired, they could not manufacture dyes at the same low
cost as the strongest German competitors and hence the German firms acquired 50 %
world market share by 1873. By the early 1870s chemical theory had advanced to a
point that it could guide more systematically the search for innovative dyes. When
Germany became a unified country in 1871, the societal groups that wanted Germany
also to adopt a patent system gained the upper hand. The representatives of the dye
industry together with support from leading chemists, lobbied that in chemical, pharmaceutical and food products only process patents would be granted in order to
maintain some competition in the dye industry that industry participants saw as the
key reason why German firms outcompeted French and British firms in the previous
two decades. After the passage of the all-German patent law in Germany in 1877, the
leading German firms started to employ chemists who did nothing else but develop
new dyes. This allowed them to develop innovative dyes that achieved higher profits in
the market, in turn allowing them to invest more in R&D and increase their market
shares compared to less innovative rivals. Through their trade organization, which was
formed in 1877, they lobbied also for German states to increase the number of
chemistry graduates who could then be hired to staff expanding corporate R&D
laboratories. Between 1890 and 1914, three of the leading German firms (BASF,
Bayer, and Hoechst) producing dyes increased the number of chemists recruited from
universities from 350 to 930 (Murmann 2013). Germany universities (in part because
federalist structure in Germany and a history of competition among states to possess
leading universities) were more responsive to the needs of the dye industry than the
British, French, and US universities, making it easier for German firms to staff their
growing R&D laboratories. British firms overcame their own shortage of chemists
created by the lower responsiveness of universities to train chemists by importing talent
from Germany. But they could not get the same quality of talent at the same price as
German firms could, giving Germany an advantage in hiring the best chemists.
2.3 Historical questions
To examine parts of the causal claims in the co-evolutionary explanation for
German dominance in the synthetic dye industry before World War I, we carry
out a simulation experiment of the development of the industry in the five major
producer countries: Britain, France, Germany, Switzerland, and the United States.
In particular, we want to examine the influence of differences in scientific capabilities in the early years of the industry on the competitive position of national
firms over the next five decades. As mentioned earlier, Murmann’s (2003) empirical analysis suggests that one of the key reasons why German firms overtook
their British and French competitors was that Germany had a larger number of
chemists available during the early years of the industry who could become
founders of dye firms.
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H1: A larger (smaller) number of German chemists in the first year of the synthetic
dye industry (1857) would have caused a larger (smaller) global market share of
German firms in this industry in 1913.
When German firms had captured a dominant global market share by 1873 (50 %),
collective lobbying campaigns where more successful in Germany than in other
countries because the dye industry in Germany due to its size had more political clout.
Building on Rosenberg (1998), Murmann (2003) also argued that the German university system was more responsive to the need for additional chemists who could staff the
R&D labs of the large dye firms.
H2: A higher (lower) responsiveness to the demand for chemists in the German
university system would have caused a larger (smaller) global market share of
German firms in this industry in 1913.
Furthermore, Murmann (2003) argued that the absence of product patents in
Germany for the first 20 years and the lobbying efforts of German dye firms to only
allow process patents subsequently also had a decisive influence on the market share in
1913.
H3: A larger ability to protect innovations in Germany would have caused a
smaller global market share of German firms in this industry in 1913.

3 Methods
3.1 Basic considerations
We are not the first ones to simulate historical processes. In a path-breaking work Allen
(2003) studied the relative importance of key causal factors in determining economic
growth in European countries from 1300 until 1800 by running simulations that were
calibrated with historical data. While Allen (2003) focused on the key macro variables, we
consider the macro and micro level in our approach. Therefore, we follow the abductive
simulation approach proposed by Brenner and Werker (2007). To some extent the
approach has commonalities with the history-friendly simulation approach developed
by Malerba et al. (1999, 2008) but it is also different in important ways. The abductive
simulation approach has three specific characteristics: First, two levels are explicitly
distinguished: the level of the underlying mechanisms and the level of implications.
Second, the simulation model should be kept as general as necessary, instead of aiming
at developing exactly one simulation model. Third, available knowledge on both levels
should be used as much as possible to narrow the set of potential simulation models.
In our case the level of underlying mechanisms contains the developments of the
individual firms, the markets for dyes, the education and employment of chemists, the
ability to obtain individual patents, as well as all processes and mechanisms important
for these developments and their interaction. The level of implications is the global
development of the synthetic dye industry, especially the distribution of market shares
between the countries and the number of active firms.
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We proceed in four steps: First, we develop a very general model (see
Section 3.2). Then, historical knowledge on the implication level — such as the
number of start-ups, the number of firms active and the distribution of market shares
among the countries — is used to identify realistic parameter sets (see Section 3.3). In a
third step, we conduct counter-factual simulation experiments in order to test our
hypotheses (see Section 3.4). The results of the counter-factual simulations are studied
statistically (see Section 3.5).
3.2 Simulation model
The basic element of our simulation model is the development of each single
firm. Brenner and Duschl (2014) proposed a general model of firm and market
dynamics that is in line with all well-established stylized facts and offers the
possibility to further specify and adapt the model to specific industries. Hence,
this model provides an excellent starting point for modelling the development
of the dye industry.
The model by Brenner and Duschl (2014) is based on the assumption that
the considered market (in our case the market for synthetic dyes) consists of
numerous separate submarkets (called market packages) and that firms compete
in a monopolistic competition for these market packages, so that at each point
in time each market package is satisfied by exactly one firm. Market packages
appear and disappear and change in size randomly. There is a competition
between firms (including a potential start-up) for existing and appearing market
packages with the competition strengths crucially depending on the innovativeness of firms. Firms are characterized by the innovation strategy (ranging from
an imitative to an innovative focus), their age and their competitive strength,
which follows a random walk (see Brenner and Duschl 2014 for further
details). Brenner and Duschl (2014) carefully tested whether their model is in
line with the stylized knowledge about firm growth and firm characteristics.
Therefore, we use this model but adapt a number of details to the historical
situation in the synthetic dye industry, such as running a real time period from
1957 to 1913 (simulating each day as proposed by Brenner and Duschl (2014))
and using six independent regions: United Kingdom (UK), Germany (G),
France (F), Switzerland (SW), United States (USA), and the rest of the world
(REST). The first five regions represent the major dye producing countries
before 1914, whose development and global market share is under investigation. We created the umbrella category “rest of the world” to represent the
demand in all other countries. Each actor (firm, chemist, and patent) is assigned
to one of the first five regions.
Furthermore, a number of aspects are of crucial relevance for testing our hypotheses.
Therefore, we go into more details in the modelling of these aspects. In this sense, we
make some smaller expansions of the model by Brenner and Duschl (2014) by allowing
firms to change their strategies (see appendix A 2.1), allowing firms to generate
innovations dependent on firm characteristics such as the number of chemists employed
(see appendix A 2.2), and making the number of start-ups dependent on the availability
of chemists in the countries (see appendix A 2.2). Larger modification are done in the
definition of the market space and with respect to the two central aspects of our
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analysis: chemists and patents (both being not present in the model by Brenner and
Duschl). These modifications are described in detail here.
3.2.1 Market space
Historically dyes mainly compete with respect to two factors: Their type and their
price-quality ratio. Therefore, we use a value, ym, which defines the type of the product,
and a value, am, which characterizes the technological advancement in price-quality
ratio. The total market space is spanned by these two variables. We start the simulation
always with two firms (one in UK and one in France) existing, supplying two market
packages of a randomly drawn type and with a technological advancement of 0. All
other market packages are not supplied by synthetic dye firms at the beginning (they
are supplied by traditional dye firms). At the beginning of a simulation run these market
packages are created with random values of ym ranging between 0 and 1 and am ranging
between 0 and ainit,natural. ainit,natural reflects how much more attractive (price-quality
ratio) the best natural dye is compared to the first synthetic dye. ainit,natural is chosen
randomly from a range between 20 and 100 for each simulation group. With time the
synthetic dyes become more advanced due to innovations (see appendix A 2.2) so that
their values go beyond ainit,natural and they finally replace (almost) all natural dyes on
the market. The number of initial market packages is chosen such that it reflect the
market for natural dyes in 1957, so that these market packages reflect the potential
market that could have been overtaken by synthetic dyes. The strength of competition
between market packages and the range of innovations within the market space are
deduced from historical knowledge about the market (see appendix A 2.3)
While the total market size develops randomly in the model by Brenner and Duschl
(2014), the real market development is well known, at least in parts, in our case. We use
the available historical information to determine at each point in time the total market
size (see appendix A 2.4). While we keep the occurrence of new market packages
random (as in the original model), we make the total market size to fit the historical
record by removing each day the required number market packages, instead of making
their disappearance a random event as in the original model. The most unattractive
market packages are removed first (see appendix A 2.4 for details).
3.2.2 Chemists
According to the historical records on the synthetic dye industry, chemists play an
important role in the development of this industry. Therefore, in contrast to the original
model, chemists and their employment are explicitly modeled and each firm is assumed
to employ at least one chemist. Furthermore, the number of chemists increases with the
size of the firm and depends on the firm’s innovation strategy (for details see appendix
A 2.5).
We assume that chemists first have to be trained in universities. Training is assumed
to take 3 years. Hence, the number of chemistry students deciding to start university
education at a particular time influences the number of available chemists 3 years later.
Education is relevant within countries mainly because migration was historically a rare
event, which we nevertheless consider in the simulation model according to the real
data (see appendix A 2.5).
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The initial numbers of chemists in each country, denoted by cinit,reg, are set
in accordance with the estimates given in Table 10 (in the appendix). We
assume that the study of chemistry can be started once a year and calculate
every year the number of new students. This number depends on the national
system of education and the conditions in the labor market. The actual demand
for chemists is assumed to be represented well by the current number of
employed chemists cemp,reg(t) in a country reg (“reg” standing for our five
explicitly modeled countries UK, Germany (G), France (F), Switzerland (S) and
the US). In 3 years time, when the now starting students enter the labor market
the demand may have changed. We assume that national governments treat this
issue differently. The largest increase in the number of chemists observed in the
history of the dye industry before World War I is the jump from 380 to 900
chemists in Germany during the period from 1851 to 1865. On average, this
implies that the number of chemists increased by 6.5 % each year or by
approximately 20 % within 3 years. Education clearly responds to an increase of
demand. The expected increase in the number of chemists is assumed here to be
based on two factors: a basic preparation for increases, ereg – which we call the
responsiveness of the national university system - and additional education that is
caused by lobbying. Lobbying is the more effective the higher the market share of
the local firms is. For this reason each year the number of new chemistry students
is chosen such that the number of chemists 3 year later is given by


cavailable;reg ðt þ 3yearsÞ ¼ cempl;reg ðt Þ* ereg þ λreg ⋅mreg ðt Þ
where mreg denotes the joint market share of all firms in country reg. λreg
represents the influence of lobbying on the national education system. Our empirical analysis implies that λreg should not be greater than 0.2, because otherwise
the lobbying might cause the number of chemists to increase by more than 20 %
(within 3 years) and an increase by 20 % is the maximum that we observe in
history. Therefore, its range is set to 0< λreg <0.2. Given the historical information,
we set 1<ereg <1.2.
3.2.3 Patents
Selling products is restricted by patent laws. Each time a firm discovers a new product
(market package) the simulation program checks whether a patent exists for this
product in the country in which the product should be sold. If such a patent exists
and is held by another firm, the firm does not create and own this market package. If no
such patent exists and has never existed (patents that have expired cannot be granted
again) but the home country offers patent protection, the firm patents the product.
Different patent laws existed in the countries modeled. First, patent laws did not
exist in all countries during the entire time span from 1857 to 1913. Second, patent laws
differed between the countries. All countries in our simulation except Germany granted
patents for product innovations. After 1877, Germany granted process patents. We
model this by defining ranges within the product space that patents cover. This means
that each patent has a range with respect to the technological type, ym, and the
technological advancement, a, of products.
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Patent counts show that there were between 1000 and 4000 different types of
dyes patented in the different countries. If we take this as an approximation of
the number of different types of products in our simulation of patents, each
patent covers a range of between 0.00025 and 0.001 in the type dimension. In
addition, in Germany process innovations were patented. These cover only one
innovation step, so that their range is assumed to be 1 in the dimension of the
level of technological advancement.
Because successful litigation often cut short the life-span of a patent, all patents are
assumed to hold for between 5 and 20 years (in accordance to the historical record). All
characteristics of patents are summarized in Table 1.
In addition, in Great Britain numerous patent applications failed in the years 1856–
1862. Therefore, the probability of obtaining a patent during that time in Great Britain
is reduced to 50 %. Once patents expire, it is assumed in the simulation that the same
product cannot be patented again. The respective products can then be produced and
sold by all firms forever.
3.3 Calibration of simulation model
The model by Brenner and Duschl (2014), even in its restricted form, is designed to be
flexible enough to capture all different kinds of industries. While we use the specific
parameter settings in the Brenner and Duschl (2014) model that are able to generate all
stylized facts about firm growth and market dynamics, we keep the additional
parameters of our extension very general. Only those features, for which exact
numbers are available from historical records, such as the initial number of chemists,
the demand for dyes, the patent laws and so on are fixed in the simulation model.
Therefore, it is necessary to calibrate the model and find the parameter
specifications that are in line with the real development of the synthetic dye
industry. In line with the proposal of Brenner and Werker (2007) we do not
aim to identify one specific parameter set that represents reality. The available
knowledge on the real developments of the synthetic dye industry does not
allow us to determine exactly one simulation model that represents reality for
sure. For this reason, we have to identify a whole range of possibly realistic
simulation models (parameter sets) and check for each of them whether our
hypotheses are confirmed.
Historical records provide quite some information that can be used for checking
whether each parameter set leads to realistic developments. We use information about
Table 1 National patent characteristics
Existence

Range in type
dimension

Range in technological
dimension

Minimum
duration

Maximum
duration

UK

1856–1913

0.001–0.0025

10–50

5–10 years

15–20 years

G

1877–1913

0.001–0.0025

1

5–10 years

15–20 years

F

1856–1913

0.001–0.0025

10–50

5–10 years

15–20 years

SW

1908–1913

0.001–0.0025

10–50

5–10 years

15–20 years

USA

1856–1913

0.001–0.0025

10–50

5–10 years

15–20 years
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macro patterns: In total there had been 289 start-ups in the dye industry in the five
major producers countries between 1856 and 1913 (see Appendix 1). In Germany 118
start-ups are counted (Murmann 2013). We accept all simulation runs that lead to
between half and twice these numbers (i.e., between 59 and 236 German start-up and
between 144 and 578 start-ups in total). Furthermore, we know that the world market
share by German firms had been approximately 75 % in 1913, so that we accept only
simulation runs that end in a German market share between 65 and 85 %.
The time structure of the industry development is also an important aspect.
Therefore, it is important that the simulation model also represents the time
course adequately. We use the year 1871 as a point of time for checking
whether the early developments are represented adequately. Historical records
show that the world production of synthetic dye was 3500 t in 1871 (Murmann
2003, pp. 38). Simulation runs are accepted only if the total production in 1871
is between half and twice that value (between 1750 and 7000 t). The number of
start-ups before 1871 was historically 25 in the UK, 38 in Germany, 36 in
France, 15 in Switzerland and 3 in the US (Homburg and Murmann 2014). For
this reason, we set the boundaries for accepting simulation runs again to half
and twice the historical values: 12–50 for UK, 19–76 for Germany, 18–72 for
France, 7–30 for Switzerland and 1–6 for the US.
3.4 Simulation experiment
Given the simulation model and the validation criteria, the simulation experiment is conducted as follows. The simulation model contains many parameters
for which quite large ranges are defined. We classify these parameters either
into one group called “nuisance parameters” that contains all parameters that
are not of core interest in our analysis or into a second group called “central
parameters” that contains the parameters whose impacts we seek to study in
detail. Central parameters are those parameters that are connected to our
hypotheses, namely the number of initial chemists in Germany, the reactiveness
of the German university system and the specific patent law in Germany.
For the simulation experiment we repeated the following procedure (see
Fig. 1 in the appendix) more than 7 million times. We draw a random set of
parameters from their defined ranges, run the simulation and check whether this
parameter set is able to reproduce history, meaning that it produces a simulation
run that satisfies the calibration criteria defined above. If this is the case, we
start the simulation experiment. This means that now the central parameters are
varied systematically. For the initial number of chemists in Germany (the real
value is 54) we use three different values: cinit,G =25, 54, 85. For the responsiveness of the German university we also use three values: eG =1, 1.1, 1.2. For
the patent laws we use two settings: One setting reflects the actual historical
situation, while the other setting assigns Germany the same patent laws that
existed in France. We run 100 simulations for each of these values of the
central parameters in combination with the setting of the nuisance parameters
that passed the calibration test. Each simulation run starts in 1857 and ends in
1913. We record for each simulation run the market share of German firms in
1913 since this is the key outcome variable that we want to study.
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In total we conducted the simulation experiment for 4000 parameter sets. All
simulation runs for one setting of the nuisance parameters is called a group of
simulations.
Note that the method we use here represents a Monte-Carlo approach since we run
simulations across the entire range of empirically possible parameter settings.
3.5 Statistical methods
Each group of simulations reflects one model specification and, therefore, one potential
representation of the real world. If a large number of such groups are randomly drawn
from the parameter ranges, it is likely that some simulation groups contain nuisance
parameter values that are very similar to the true historical values. If, furthermore, the
overall structure of the model is adequately chosen, these simulation groups will
approximate well the true description of reality.
The number of simulation runs has to be numerous enough so that within a group of
simulations a sufficient number of data points are generated to make statistical analyses
feasible. Remember that within a group of simulations all nuisance parameters are the
same for all simulation runs. In a first step, we analyze each group of simulations
separately, so that in this first analysis the nuisance parameter do not play a role. In
order to obtain a detailed picture of the impact of our central variable we compare the
results for seven pairs of settings. Namely, we compare the market share held by
German firms in 1913 between the simulation runs with cinit,G =85 and cinit,G =54,
between the simulation runs with cinit,G =85 and cinit,G =25, between the simulation
runs with cinit,G =54 and cinit,G =25, between the simulation runs with eG =1.2 and eG =
1.1, between the simulation runs with eG =1.2 and eG =1, between the simulation runs
with eG =1.1 and eG =1, and between the simulation runs with the actual historical
German patent laws and with counterfactual German patent laws that we set identical to
those in France. The U-Test of Mann and Whitney is an adequate statistical tool for
these (using a significance level of 5 %). The comparison is done for each simulation
group separately, making it possible to determine for each simulation group seven
results. Each result can be reflected by “+” if the average market share of German firms
<mG >is significantly higher for the first setting than for the second setting, by “−“ if it
is significantly smaller for the first setting, and by “0” if no significant difference is
detected (see Table 2 for an example). Such a table is obtained for each simulation
group.

Table 2 Comparison of the average value of the market share<mG >of German firms dependent on the
setting of the central parameters (“+” represents cases in which the first setting causes a significantly higher
value of<mG >than the second setting, significance level: 0.05; “−” represents cases with the opposite finding;
“0” represents cases with no significant difference)

Comparison
result

cinit,G =85
vs. cinit,G =54

cinit,G =85
vs. cinit,G =25

cinit,G =54
vs. cinit,G =25

eG =1.2
vs. eG =1.1

eG =1.2
vs. eG =1

eG =1.1
vs. eG =1

Real patent
law vs. French
patent law

+

+

0

0

+

0

+
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Above we argued that a result only holds in general if it holds for each simulation
group. One way, then, of analyzing the results across all simulation groups is to count
up the number of simulation groups for which a positive difference is obtained in a
certain comparison. Since we carry out 4000 simulation groups in total, we could
present 4000 tables in the form of Table 2. It is more expedient, however, to present
simply the share of “+”s in the analysis below, as will be done in Tables 3, 5 and 6. This
means that each cell will represent the probability for a significant difference.
The set of results that we obtain for the different simulation groups represent
all possible types of causal relations that might exist in the real world. Hence,
the fact that we are only able to restrict the (nuisance) parameters to certain
ranges leads to the fact that we obtain also ranges of outcomes. To claim
otherwise would be an exaggeration of what simulations can accomplish. If,
however, the same causal relation is found for all groups of simulations and if
the model is an adequate representation of reality, a very strong inference can
be made that the causal process does indeed operate in the real world in the
manner specified.
If non-uniform causal relations emerge, our approach provides the option to
study how the various nuisance parameters influence the relationship between
the central variables and the simulated outcome. For each group of simulation
(meaning for each setting of the nuisance parameters) and each pair of settings
of the central variables (e.g., cinit,G =85 vs. cinit,G =54) we obtain a statistical
statement about whether one setting leads to a significant higher market share
of German firms in 1913 than the other. We define this finding as the
dependent variable with two possible values (significant higher share (=1) or
not (=0)) and regress this variable with all nuisance parameters as independent
variables, e.g.,:


 



Pg mG cinit;G ¼ 85 > mG cinit;G ¼ 54 ¼ f B⋅X g ;
where P() stands for the probability of the statement in the bracket to be true, f
represent a logistic function, B stands for the regression parameters, X represents all nuisance parameters of the model and the index g signifies the
simulation groups. This regression approach allows us to identify for each
comparison of central parameter settings the nuisance parameters that influence
the result of the comparison.

Table 3 Percentage of simulation groups (settings of the nuisance parameters) for which the market
share<mG >of German firms increases significantly if the initial number of German chemists is
increased
cinit,G =25 →
cinit,G =54

cinit,G =25 →
cinit,G =85

cinit,G =54 →
cinit,G =85

Significance level : 0.05

48.6 %

77.6 %

25.4 %

Significance level : 0.01

30.4 %

63.2 %

11.3 %

Significance level : 0.001

15.2 %

44.2 %

2.8 %
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4 Results
From the historical records we proposed above three different hypotheses about the
causes for the high market share of German firms in 1913. The simulation experiment
allows us to test whether the development would have been different if these three
causes would not have been present. To this end, we examine the effects of each
potential cause separately in the following.
4.1 Chemists (Hypothesis 1)
Let us start with the high number of chemists in Germany in 1857. While in the
UK and France there have been around 21 and 34 chemists in 1857, the
number was approximately 54 in Germany. Therefore, we test with our simulation experiment whether the developments would have been different if there
would have been 25 (similar to UK and France) or 85 chemists in Germany in
1857. The results are given in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that we do not obtain a clear result for the impact of the initial
number of German chemists on the development of the German firms’ market
share. If this initial number would have been comparable to the numbers in UK
and France (cinit,G =25), the final market share of German firms would have
been in nearly 50 % of the cases significantly (significance level: 0.05) lower.
However, this result is far from being general and it becomes less frequent if
the significance level is decreased. Furthermore, it strongly depends on the
setting of the nuisance parameters. All settings that are studied in our simulation experiments are potentially realistic, so that we are not able to conclude
whether one of those settings leading to a significant influence of the initial
number of German chemists or one of those settings leading to no significant change
is most realistic. Hence, a final conclusion cannot be drawn.
However, we can study the nuisance parameters that influence whether initial
German chemists have a significant impact on the development. To this end, we
conduct a logistic regression with the question whether the initial German
chemists have a significant influence as dependent and all nuisance parameters
as independent variables (see Section 3.5). The results for all significant
nuisance parameters are listed in Table 4.
It is no surprise that the relevance of the initial number of chemists for the
dominance of the German synthetic dye industry in 1913 depends most crucially on Φstart-up,chem, denoting the dependence of the number of start-ups in a
country on the number of unemployed chemists there. Further aspects that play
a role are the stability of submarket (market package) sizes (σd), the ability of firms
to adapt their production to demand changes (μT,adapt), the responsiveness of the
German, French and UK university system (eG, eF and eUK), the influence of lobbying
on the German university system (λG) and the duration of effect of innovation
success on further innovations. Strongly changing market package sizes would
mean that the whole synthetic dye demand fluctuated strongly in the required
characteristics of the products, implying a lower relevance of the initial conditions (such as the initial number of chemists). Similarly, if innovation success
leads to further long-lasting innovation capability, the initial conditions have a
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Table 4 Nuisance parameters that significantly influence the relevance of the initial number of German
chemists
Nuisance parameters

Estimate

p-value
0.000

Dependence of start-ups on chemists (Φstart-up,chem)

5.09***

Stability of submarket sizes (σd)

−75.2***

0.000

Adaptiveness of firms to demand changes (μT,adapt)

−2.86***

0.000

Responsiveness of the German university system (eG)

4.88***

0.000

Responsiveness of the French university system (eF)

−2.63***

0.000

Responsiveness of the UK university system (eUK)

−1.83**

0.005

Influence of lobbying in Germany (λG)

3.38***

0.000

Duration of effects of past innovation success on further innovation performance

1.87***

0.000

Strength of market competition

−50.9**

0.001
0.012

Transportation costs between countries

−1.59*

Number of observations

4000

AIC

4438.5
2

Cox & Snell pseudo R

0.175

Hosmer & Lemeshow’s goodness-of-fit test

0.09814

more permanent impact. It is less clear why the parameter μT,adapt has an
influence. Maybe better adapting incumbents leave less room for start-ups and
make the number of initial chemists less relevant. Finally, the impact of the
initial number of chemists is stronger if the system keeps the number high due
to lobbying and a strong response of the university system to the demand for
chemists. A low responsiveness of the university system in the other important
countries, France and UK, also helps.
To sum up, we find that the initial number of chemists plays an important
role only under some specific historical conditions. Because we do not know
whether all conditions were historically present, we are not able to draw a
final conclusion about the contribution of the initial number of chemists to
German firms becoming the dominant players in the synthetic dye industry
(Hypothesis 1).
4.2 University responsiveness (Hypothesis 2)
Our simulation model contains a parameter ereg (“reg” standing for our five countries)
that determines the number of chemists that are educated in relation to the number of
chemists currently employed. We called this the responsiveness of the university
system to the needs of firms. This parameter cannot be estimated from historical
records, but historical records make values between 1 and 1.2 realistic and the historical
literature makes it clear that the German university system is characterized by higher
values than present in the other countries. This is confirmed by our simulation
validation. Although the value of eG is randomly drawn from the range [1,1.2], the
average value is 1.14 for those settings that are validated as potentially realistic.
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Furthermore, in approximately 80 % of the setting that are validated as potentially
realistic the value for Germany is higher than those for the other countries. Hence, the
value of eG has to be quite high for the simulation model to be able to explain the high
market share of German firms in 1913. Table 5, presenting the share of simulation
groups with a significant impact of eG on the final German market share, confirms this.
The results in Table 5 provide a quite clear picture. In most simulation
groups an increase in the responsiveness eG of the German university system
leads to a significantly higher market share of German firms in 1913. If we
consider an increase from eG =1 to eG =1.2 this result is obtained in almost all
simulation groups, even if we lower the significance level. Thus, although a
very small probability for error remains, we can conclude that our simulation
experiment confirms Hypothesis 2: In the development of the synthetic dye
industry the high responsiveness of the German university system has played a
strong role, contributing significantly to the development of the dominant
German market position.
4.3 Patent law (Hypothesis 3)
The German patent laws have been quite different from the patent laws in the
other important countries in 1857 and this has been highlighted by Murmann
(2003) as one of the reasons that Germany built up capabilities that allowed it
to dominate the industry for decades. To examine this historical interpretation,
it is useful to study whether the developments of the German synthetic dye
industry would have been the same if the patent laws in Germany had been
similar to those in the other countries. For this reason, we experiment in our
simulations with patent laws in German similar to those in France. The results
of this experiment are listed in Table 6.
Similar to the initial number of German chemists, the simulation experiment
leads to mixed results on the question whether the specific patent law situation
in Germany was important for the development of the German synthetic dye
industry.
Again, we can study the nuisance parameters that influence whether the German
patent law has a significant impact on the development. As in the case of the initial
number of German chemists, we conduct a logistic regression with the question of
whether the German patent law has a significant influence as dependent and all

Table 5 Percentage of simulation groups (settings of the nuisance parameters) for which the market
share<mG >of German firms increases significantly if the responsiveness eG of the German university system is increased
eG =1 →
eG =1.1

eG =1.1 →
eG =1.2

eG =1 →
eG =1.2

Significance level : 0.05

92.1 %

93.1 %

98.1 %

Significance level : 0.01

88.3 %

89.9 %

96.8 %

Significance level : 0.001

83.1 %

84.8 %

94.9 %
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Table 6 Percentage of simulation groups (settings of the nuisance parameters) for which the market
share<mG >of German firms is significantly higher if the German patent laws are modeled as they have been
in reality instead of as they have been in France
German patent laws as in France →
Real German patent laws
Significance level : 0.05

49.1 %

Significance level : 0.01

31.8 %

Significance level : 0.001

17.9 %

nuisance parameters as independent variables. The results for all significant nuisance
parameters are listed in Table 7.
The results show that the relevance of patent laws depends crucially on a large number
of characteristics. Six of these characteristics relate to market packages and their development. We find that the specific patent law in Germany contributes more to the
dominance of German firms in the synthetic dye industry if market packages (1) are
small (μd,max), (2) their size is very stable (σd), (3) they are replaced rarely due to
innovations (Φinno,0), (4) competition is strong, (5) larger firm have no advantage in
Table 7 Nuisance parameters that significantly influence the relevance of the German patent law
Nuisance parameters

Estimate

p-value

Stability of submarket sizes (σd)

−99.2***

0.000

Maximal size of submarkets (μd,max)

−.0054***

0.000

Responsiveness of the German university system (eG)

7.07*

0.000

Responsiveness of the French university system (eF)

−3.16***

0.000

Responsiveness of the UK university system (eUK)

−2.49***

0.000

Basic innovation rate (Φinno,0)

−2.57***

0.000

Adaptiveness of firms to demand changes (μT,adapt)

−2.04***

0.000

Dependence of start-ups on chemists (Φstart-up,chem)

1.86**

0.000

Strength of market competition

109.7***

0.000

Advantage of larger firms in competition

−22.7***

0.000

Influence of lobbying in Germany (λG)

3.28***

0.000

Initial technological advancement of natural dyes (ainit,natural)

−0.0067***

0.000

Range of innovation (Φtype,inno)

107.7***

0.000

Frequency of imitating entrants (μT,new)

0.029*

0.040

Number of observations

4000

AIC

4434.8

Cox & Snell pseudo R2

0.178

Hosmer & Lemeshow’s goodness-of-fit test

0.00473**a

a
A detailed look at the deviations from the logistic distribution does not provide evidence for any
alternative distribution. The deviations seem to be rather random in their structure and the high
number of observation seems to contribute to the detection of these deviations. Quadratic or
interaction terms do not change the outcome of the goodness-of-fit test and do not lead to
additional significant estimates
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competition, and (6) imitative entries are frequent (μT,new). Remember that our model is
based on monopolistic competition and that smaller and, thus, more market packages
mean that the demand is more segmented offering more possibilities for entries and niche
producers. Our results imply that patent laws have played an important role if demand was
strongly segmented with strong competition and difficult conditions for large incumbents,
while the market packages were characterized by a high stability and rare replacement by
innovative new submarkets.
In addition, we find two nuisance parameters (μT,adapt and ainit,natural) to be relevant
that make the initial development less dynamic (see Section 4.1). This seemingly
implies that the non-existence of patent laws in Germany at the beginning is more
important for the development of the German dye industry than the different structure
of the later introduced German patent law. To examine this further, we conducted
additional simulations. These simulations show that introducing a product patent law in
Germany in 1877 instead of a process patent law would also have led to a similarly
high German market share in 1913. However, introducing the Germany kind of process
patent law already before 1856 would have led to an even higher German market share
in 1913. Hence, the German timing and the German kind of patent law are both
individually beneficial in at least 50 % of the simulation settings. Interestingly, introducing
the specific German process patent law earlier would have even been more beneficial
than introducing it in1877 (this is found in 63 % of the realistic simulation settings).
Furthermore, we find an interaction between our potential explanations. If chemists
are more relevant for the start-up activities (Φstart-up,chem), the responsiveness of the
German university system is high (eG) (especially in comparison to France and UK),
and lobbying is influential in Germany (λG), patent laws in Germany have a higher
influence, probably because there is more innovation activity in the synthetic dye
industry in Germany. Hence, it is quite likely that although our results suggest that
the responsiveness of the Germany university system was most crucial, the specific
patent law development additionally increased the German market share even further.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we use simulation experiments to examine whether specific
circumstances are decisive for the observed historical developments. While
historical analyses are able to provide detailed information about the development of industries, they are not able to examine with precision whether history
would have been different if certain circumstances would have been different.
Simulation experiments allow for such counter-factual analyses with multiple
factors playing a role. The reliability of the results of such simulation experiments, however, crucially depend on the reliability of the basic simulation
model. For this reason, we apply the abductive simulation approach of
Brenner and Werker (2007), using as basic model the well-validated firm
growth model by Brenner and Duschl (2014), and we further validate our
simulation models with historical data. All models identified as potentially
realistic are analyzed, providing stochastic statements about the relevance of
the potential causes that are identified in the historical analyses.
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We study the historical development of the synthetic dye industry between 1857 and
1913. The interesting development in this industry is that German firms managed to
obtain a global market share of approximately 75 % in 1913 even though British and
French firms initially dominated the industry. Historical studies (Murmann and
Homburg 2001 and Murmann 2003) provide three potential explanations for this
change in industrial leadership: (1) the high initial number of chemists in Germany at
the start of the industry in 1857, (2) the high responsiveness of the German university
system and (3) the late (1877) introduction of a patent regime in Germany as well as the
more narrow construction of this regime compared to Britain, France and the U.S. With
the help of counter-factual simulation experiments we test all three potential
explanations.
Our main finding is that the high responsiveness of the German university
system has almost surely contributed to the development of a dominant German
position in the synthetic dye industry. The synthetic dye industry seems to be
an industry in which the university system was crucial for its development.
Interestingly, even though the inventor of the first synthetic dye was a student
at the Royal College of Chemistry in London, many of the early dyes both in
the UK and France were not developed in university laboratories. University
professor as inventors of new dyes became more important later when they had
learned how economically valuable these dyes would be. Still later, from the
1880s, the R&D laboratories of the big dye firms became the most important
source of new dyes. These large R&D laboratories did not train chemists
themselves but relied on universities for the training of their chemists. The
education of chemists by universities has, according to our analysis, been the
crucial factor giving a national industry a competitive advantage. Hence, our
results contribute also to the discussion about the relevance of university
education for the local economic development. On the national level our
study shows rigorously that university education was crucial for the
development of the synthetic dye industry. Whether this is also true in other
industries has to be examined in further studies.
For the influence of the initial number of chemists and the patent laws we
do not obtain conclusive results. The final answer depends on the question of
which simulation setting is the realistic one. According to the arguments by
Brenner and Werker (2007) it is not possible to identify one correct model. As
a consequence, it may not be possible to draw a final conclusion from simulation experiments unless they show uniform results. We could not show
uniform results for the influence of the initial number of chemists across all
historically plausible conditions. However, from our analyses, we conclude that
the number of chemists in Germany play a role if the number of start-ups
depends crucially on the number of unemployed chemists. Furthermore, patent
law are relevant if demand is strongly segmented and stable in its structure.
Finally we find that the specific patent law made at least an additional
contribution to the development of the Germany synthetic dye industry.
Additional studies of this kind on other industries will make it possible to assess
whether our findings apply to all industries or only are specific to particular sectors in
the economy.
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Appendix 1: some data on the synthetic Dye industry
Table 8
Table 8 Indicators for the Evolution of National Synthetic Dye Industries and the Rest of the
World, 1857–1914
Great Britain

Germany

France

Switzerland

U.S.

1. Total firm
entries

53

118

68

32

28

2. Entries until
1870

25

38

36

15

3

3. Total firm exits 43

94

57

26

18

4. Market size a

Rest of World

1857: 530–1610 1857: 390–1270 1857: 310–950 1857: 70–210 1857: 240–720 1857: 1400–4200
1913: 2300

5. Share of global 1862: 50.0 %
marketa
1873: 18.0 %
1913: 6.5 %

1913: 2000

1913: 900

1913:300

1913: 2600

1913: 8100

1862: 3.0 %,

1862: 40.0 %

1862: 2.5 %

1862: 0.0 %

1862: 4.5 %

1873: 50.0 %

1873: 17.0 %

1873: 13.0 % 1873: 0.2 %

1873: 1.8 %

1913: 74.1 %

1913: 5.4 %

1913: 7.0 %

1913: 3.7 %

1913: 3.3 %

Notes for Table 8
The data comes from Homburg and Murmann (2014) except for market size and share data, whose sources are
provided in notes a and b
a

Exact figures for market demand in 1857 are not available. However, it is possible to specify
lower and upper bounds. The number of consumers is assumed to increase linearly in each region.
The number of consumers at the beginning of the simulation (1856) is estimated to be 59,000. This
number is derived from the following considerations: In the UK 75,000 t of natural dyes were
consumed in 1856. This amounts to around 14 % of the world consumption. Hence, around
535,000 t of natural dyes were consumed worldwide. The literature reports that 1 t of synthetic
dye replaced around 9 t of natural dye. Therefore, the consumption in 1856 would equal around
59,000 t of synthetic dyes. To distribute these consumers across the different countries two
assumptions are made: First, there is a worldwide increase in the demand for dyes. Second, in
each country the demand for dyes increases linearly with the growth of the population. Both
increases are assumed to be linear, so that only data for the population in each country in 1856
and 1913 has to be used to calculate the number of consumers in each region in 1856. This leads
to the following numbers for 1856: 10,700 in UK, 7800 in G, 6300 in F, 1.400 in SW, 4.800 in
USA and 28.000 in the rest of the world. Since these numbers represent rough estimates of the real
demand in 1856, we defined a range of values that could have represented the true historical
demand. We determined the historical demand to range between 0.5 and 1.5 times the estimated
demand and divided by a factor by 10 to make them more convenient for representation
Precise estimates are available for 1913 based on the following information: In the year 1913 almost only
synthetic dyes were consumed. We use the number of tons of synthetic dyes consumed in each country as a
proxy for the demand at this time. This data is provided in Reader (1970, p. 258)
b
The 1862 figures are from Leprieur and Papon (1979, p. 207). The authors report that Germany
and Switzerland together held 5 % of the market. We estimate that Germany’s share amounted to 3
% and the Swiss share to 2 %. The 1873 figures were put together by Ernst Homburg from
Hofmann 1873, p. 108; Wurtz 1876, p. 235 and Kopp 1874, p. 153). The 1912 figures are from
Thissen (1922). Except in the case of Germany, we did not have figures for the year 1893. We
estimated the countries’ market shares by assuming that market shares declined between 1873 and
1914 in a linear fashion
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Appendix 2: some additional description of the simulation model
and approach
A 2.1 Firm strategy
In the model by Brenner and Duschl (2014) each firm is characterized by a strategy
variable that ranges from 0 to 1 and determines whether a firm is more an imitator (0) or
an innovator (1). In the original model (Brenner and Duschl 2014) this variable is
randomly drawn when a firm is founded and remains constant during its existence. From
historical records we know that in the dye industry many firms started as imitators and
developed into innovators. Therefore, the strategy value is set to 0.01 for each firm at its
foundation. Then, after each year it is tested whether the sales of a firm decreased by
more than Φstrat,react %. If this is the case, the strategy variable is increased by
Φstrat,increase as long as the value of 1 is not reached. The reaction level Φstrat,react is
randomly drawn for each firm at its foundation between 0 and 1. The strategy increase
Φstrat,increase is randomly drawn for each simulation between 0.05 and 0.25.
A 2.2 Innovation processes and start-ups
The original model by Brenner and Duschl (2014) considers innovation as the appearance
of new market packages that firms compete for, whereby those firms that follow an
innovative strategy have a higher probability to win the new markets. We change two
aspects of their original modeling: In our model market packages are characterized by two
technological variables, namely technological advancement am and type ym (see Section A
2.3) and firms are more active and determine the appearance of new market packages.
For the detection of a new market an basic innovation rate Φinno,0 is defined. The
probability of a firm to innovate (detect a new market) is given by this rate multiplied
by the firms total market share and the free capacity of the firm as well as the R&D
activities of the firm (as in Brenner and Duschl 2014). The R&D activities of a firm are
defined to depend on the number of chemists employed (see above). If a firm is able to
innovate, a new market package appears. The technology type ym and technological
advancement am are randomly drawn from an area that deviates maximally by 1 from
the technological advancement and maximally by Φtype,inno from the technology type of
the existing products of the firm. A country is randomly assigned to the market
package. Before the market package is finally created in the simulation it is checked
whether an existing patent forbids the firm to produce this product. Only if this is not
the case the market package is created and the innovative firm is the new owner.
We still assume that new firms might enter the industry with innovations (new
market packages). To this end, the procedure above is repeated with a potential new
firm innovating on the basis of an existing product (market package). The likelihood of
such an event is given by
ϕ

start−up;chem
;
ϕinno;0 ⋅ϕinni;start−up ⋅creg;unempl

where Φinno,start-up is a parameter reflecting the probability of new firms entering with
innovations in contrast to the innovation probability of incumbents, Φstart-up,chem is a
parameter defining the dependence of the start-up probability on the number of
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unemployed chemists in a country reg (“reg” standing for the countries UK, G, F, S and
USA) (drawn randomly from a range between 0 and 1 for each simulation group), and
creg,unempl represents the number of unemployed chemists. This means that we make the
number of start-ups dependent on the number of chemists that might found a firm. To
determine the technological characteristics of the new market package, one existing
market package is drawn randomly and the procedure described above is repeated
including the check for patents. If the resulting technology is not covered by an existing
patent, a new market package and firm is generated in the simulation model.
A 2.3 Market space
Dyes differ with respect to many characteristics. The most obvious is their color.
Further aspects are the underlying chemical technology, textiles for which it can be
used or durability. In our simulation model we simplify the situation by using only one
value, ym, which ranges between 0 and 1 to reflect these characteristics. Each market
package has a unique value (see above) reflecting the demand for one specific
combination of characteristics.
Innovations lead to new values of ym (see above). However, innovations
usually do not change all characteristics at once. Hence, to estimate the
technological distance, Φtype,inno, that can be bridged by an innovation, we
use the following considerations. Historically there are around 5 product classes
that differ in their underlying chemical technology (aniline, alizarin, azo dyes,
sulfur dyes, and synthetic indigo). Furthermore, seven classes of color (red,
orange, yellow, green, blue, violet, black) exist, which leads to 35 classes. Most
innovations will appear within these classes. However, within these classes the synthetic
dyes still differ in their durability, the textiles for which they can be used, and similar
characteristics. In order to restrict our parameter not too much, we assume between 40
and 1000 different technologies leading to 0.001<Φtype,inno <0.025.
A 2.4 Market size
The initial (1857) potential market sizes can be estimated as between 530 and 1610 for
UK, between 390 and 1270 for Germany, between 310 and 950 for France, between 70
and 210 for Switzerland, between 240 and 720 for the US and between 1400 and 4200
for the rest of the world. We draw random sizes from these ranges for each simulation
run. The values reflect the whole demand for dyes. Of course, at the beginning most of
this demand is not satisfied by synthetic dye producers (see above). If firms innovate
(see above) and an existing market packages that is currently not owned by a synthetic
dye firm (but by a natural dye firm, not explicitly modeled here) is technologically
reachable, they will not generate a new market package but occupy such an existing
market package. Such an innovation is by a factor Φexist,inno more likely than an
innovation leading to a new market package. The total potential market size is assume
to increase linearly over time to reach 2300 in UK, 2000 in Germany, 900 in France,
300 in Switzerland, 2600 in US and 8100 in the rest of the world by 1913. Since new
market packages appear randomly due to innovation processes by the firms, we have to
control the development of the market size. If the market size in the simulation model
exceeds the presupposed market size development in a country, market packages are
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deleted until the values fit again. To this end, for each existing market package in a
country the following value is calculated:
X

am þ ϕdens ⋅

jyn −ym j:

n≠m

Each time the market package with the lowest value disappears. The first term
implies that market packages with a lower technological advancement are more likely
to disappear. The second term implies that market packages with more technologically
similar other market packages are more likely to disappear. Φdens determines the relative
importance of these two aspects. In contrast to the model by Brenner and Duschl
(2014), market packages do not disappear randomly in our model but their disappearance is modeled such that the total market size follows the historically known path.
This implies that a higher innovative activity (creating more new market packages) of
firms increases the probability of the disappearance (in this sence replacement) of
existing market packages.
A 2.5 Chemists
Historical records show that the number of chemists per tons of synthetic dyes sales
ranges between 0.0006 and 0.01 (these are the minimum and maximum share of
chemists that were employed by the firms Bayer, BASF, Jäger and Levinstein at the
end of the period of time studied. For a detailed study of these firms, see Murmann
2003). Therefore, for each firm a random chemist rate Φchem,rate is drawn from this
range when the firm is founded. In addition, the number of chemists also depends on a
firm’s innovation strategy sf, because innovation processes require chemical expertise.
Thus, the desired number of chemists of a firm f is given by
c f ðt Þ ¼ 1 þ T f ⋅ϕchem;rate ⋅S f ;
where Tf denotes the firm’s sales.
If a firm cannot employ the desired number of chemists it employs as many chemists
as it can get. The real strategy sf,real of a firm depends on the number of chemists that it
is able to employ. If this number is lower than the one that matches the intended

Table 9 Migration probabilities for chemists
Origin

Destination
UK

G

F

SW

USA

UK

–

0.005

0.005

0

0.02

G

0.025

–

0.01

0.045

0.005

F

0.01

0.005

–

0.05

0

SW

0.003

0.1

0.006

–

0.001

USA

0

0

0

0

–
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Table 10 Estimates of chemists and estimates for 1857 assuming exponentially increasing numbers
Year

F

G

UK

SW

USA

1850

25

35

15

8

5

1900

225

750

150

75

75

estimate for 1857

34.0

53.8

20.7

10.9

7.3

Source: Ernst Homburg (E-mail, November, 2002)

strategy, the strategy has to be adapted downwards and the firm acts less innovative
than intended.
We assume that chemists prefer employment in a domestic dye company. Hence, if
firms require additional chemists, they first employ unemployed chemists from the own
country. If no unemployed chemists are available in the own country, firms search for
chemists in other countries. Only a certain share of all chemists are willing to move to
foreign countries. This share is fixed according to historical records as given in Table 9.
If the need of chemists decreases in a firm, chemists are fired and become
unemployed.
A 2.6 Simulation approach

Starting point
Model with many parameters
Nuisance parameters

Central parameters

Step 1: Random draw of values for
all nuisance and central parameters
(if not fixed to historical values)
Systematic
variation

One validation simulation run

No

Step 2: Check whether the simulation
run leads to realistic developments

Yes

Step 3: Simulation experiment
For each setting of the central parameters 100
simulation runs are conducted

Step 4: Results
The results for different simulation
experiments are statistically analyzed

Fig. 1 Schematic graph of the successive steps in the simulation experiment method
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